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Abstract—People like to be, or partly, encouraged 
when their opinions or challenges are supported by 
listeners, even the listeners are robots. Encouraging 
responses from the robot which seem to get users' points 
potentially improve users' feeling in human computer 
dialog. According to this hypothesis, this paper proposes 
a method to generate supporting responses to users' 
opinions or challenges. The core ideas and contributions 
of the proposed method are: (1) multiple search engines 
cooperate, and (2) each engine random asks itself or ask 
another one to obtain more related information from the 
internet in multiple turns; then (3) final responses are 
abstracted from the answers. We call these three steps as 
Self-Talk. The comparisons between Self-Talk and 
several commercial open speech assistants show that the 
proposed method does generate suitable answers to 
users when they present their opinions or challenges in 
dialog. The hypothesis is positively evaluated that 
encouraging responses could improve users' chat feeling.  

Keywords—human computer dialog; dialog management 
(DM); viewpoint expression;abstract extraction 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Human computer dialog, as a free style interaction 
modality between human and computer, attracted more and 
more attention in the field of speech assistant [1], language 
training, language rehabilitation, caregiver for action 
inconvenience and aged [2], etc. Some researchers 
introduced that two functionalities are basically demanded 
in human computer dialog applications: task-oriented (query) 
and non-task-oriented (chat) [3]. Task-oriented functionality 
is commonly used to obtain accurate information, such as 

checking weather information, hotel booking, air tickets, etc. 
It requires the computer to return correct answers as soon as 
possible [4]. Chat functionality requires the computer to talk 
with users in free styles and ensure that users' topics are 
well tracked. Basically, it demands speech assistants or chat 
robots to maintain chat process attractive to users [3].  

In daily life, users often present their opinions or 
challenges to robot’s answers in human computer dialog. 
For example, “I like coffee” presents the opinions to the 
asking "Which do you like better, coffee or tea?", and “I 
disbelieve there are aliens in the earth since no persuasive 
evidences” is a challenge to the statement “Some people 
believe that aliens have visited earth”. People possibly are 
encouraged when their opinions or challenges are supported 
by listeners in conversation. Therefore, it is useful to 
generate supporting responses to users when they present 
their opinions or challenges in human computer dialog. For 
example: the response “Yes, drinking coffee is good to skin, 
and it helps to lessen fatigue in work” likely brings good 
feeling and maintain chat process attractive to users when 
they say “I like coffee”. 

Techniques of traditional dialog management (DM) 
usually chose answers using voting or probabilistic 
evaluation from the structured database or labeled corpus. 
Partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) 
[5] considers the best answers by yielding the highest 
expected reward introduced by all possible states transfer 
actions. In practical applications, it is quite time consuming 
for POMDP policies learning and optimization by summing 
all rewards from the whole possible large number of dialog 
states [5]. Gaussian processes (GPs) are used to minimize 
variability in the dialog state learning, by basing the policy 
directly on the full belief space thereby avoiding ad hoc 
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feature space modeling. It was demonstrated that the GPs 
approach represents an important step forward towards fully 
automatic dialogue policy optimization in real-world 
systems [6]. Other stochastic based DM models, such as 
user simulate model [7], graphical model [8], multi-expert 
model [9], basically focus on learning to predict the dialog 
state accurately. In spite of these methods' success on 
several small-scale task-oriented applications, where the 
parameters were learnt off-line from labeled data, these 
methods had the challenges to generate suited responses to 
users' opinions and challenges in free chat conversation 
environments [6]. 

Recently, some researchers adopted end-to-end deep 
learning to track the dialog states and map raw dialog 
history utterances to a distribution over system actions in 
task-oriented dialog systems [10-13]. End-to-end model 
automatically infers a representation of dialog state, 
alleviating much of the work of hand-crafting a 
representation of the dialog state. Recurrent encoder-
decoder neural network was used to produce system 
responses that are autonomously generated word-by-word, 
opening up the possibility for realistic, flexible interactions 
in the chat dialogue domain [14, 15]. It was demonstrated 
that deep neural network (DNN) generative models are 
competitive with state-of-the-art statistical models on state 
transfer prediction [16] and DNN DM models have the 
advantages in learning policies from unaligned data [17]. 
However, even the dialog states or system actions are well 
predicted, it is still an open problem to generate 
comprehensible responses to users' chat only from system 
policies.  

On the points of generating responses to users’ opinions 
or challenges, some researchers considered responses as 
translation problems from structural description language to 
spoken language in dialog state tracking challenge [10, 18]. 
However, no matter traditional stochastic DM models, 
which calculate probabilities on the structured database or 
deep learning DM, which learnt answers from large scale 
question-answer pairs, the feedbacks are easily tend to be 
inflexible due to answer searching in structured database or 
topic tracking loss because of scattered training corpus. In 
practical applications, DM needs to convert probabilities or 
labels to user' comprehensible responses according to 
system actions [19]. Under the conditions that quite a few 
open and free search engines providing recommended 
knowledge on the internet, these recommend knowledge 
afford us a convenient way to organize responses to support 
users’ opinions or challenges. 

This paper proposes a method to find encouraging 
responses to users' opinions and challenges by searching and 
organizing knowledge from the internet. The core ideas and 
contributions of the proposed method are: according to the 
initial feedback of users’ statements, multiple copies of 
search engines cooperate, and each robot random asks itself 
or another one to obtain more inside and scattered answers 
from the internet. The final responses are abstracted from 
the answers from searching results. Experiments show the 
proposed method is efficient to generate appropriate 

answers to users when users obviously present their 
opinions or challenges, and the proposed method improves 
user's feelings about the chat between human and robot 
when users' opinions and challenges are considered. 

The reminders of this paper are organized as follows: the 
overview of the proposed method, which is called Self-Talk, 
is presented in section Ⅱ; the detail discussions are 
introduced in section Ⅲ; experiments are given in section Ⅳ 
and we conclude this study in section Ⅴ. 

II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED METHOD 

The core ideas of Self-Talk are presented in gray 
components in Fig. 1, which consist of three steps: (1) topic 
tracking by finding the best topic launching sentences from 
dialog history for current user’s statement; (2) collecting 
answers from the internet through multiples turns of 
iterative searching; (3) abstracting the final responses from 
answers clusters from searching collection.  

We first introduce the proposed Self-Talk in details and 
discuss the following points through experiments: (1) are 
the responses obtained by Self-Talk experienced better in 
comprehending users’ opinions or challenges than the 
recommend answers provided by search engines or 
traditional chat robots? (2) Does Self-Talk improve user's 
feelings about the chat when users obviously present their 
ideas?   

III. SELF-TALK 

A. Topic Tracking 

At the first step, Self-Talk first find the topic launching 
sentences in dialog history. For example, “Which do you 
like better, coffee or tea?” is the topic launching sentence 
for user’s opinion “I prefer coffee”. In history, various topic 
tracking methods have been proposed, for instance the 
methods presented in the third [20-22] and fourth Dialog 
State Tracking Challenge [23-25]. However, these methods 
are trained with corpus associated with predefined slots in 
dialog states transfer. Considering the flexible and 
unpredicted conversation from users in opinions 
presentation and challenges expressions, we suppose that 
the topic launching sentence is near to current statement in 
chat history, and it is similar to users’ current statement and 
possibly a question. Eq. (1) presents the idea of topic 
tracking in Self-Talk.  

Figure 1: Pipeline of the proposed Self-Talk. 

=α ∙
,

 + β ∙ S ,  + γ ∙ Ask            (1)
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In Eq.(1),  is current user’s statement, and  is a 
sentence in dialog history before , where i∈(j-L, j-1) and 
L is dialog length considered in tracking. Then the 
probability of  being the topic launching sentence of  is 
denoted as . , ) is the distance between  and  in 
dialog history. S ,  is similarity between  and , and 
function Ask  is the possibility of  to be a question. Eq. 
(2) introduce the similarity of two sentences [26], where , 

 are word2vector of each word ,  in sentence  and , 

and m, n are the word number of  and  respectively.  

B. Collecting Answers from the Internet 

When the topic launching sentence is determined, Self-
Talk tries to find more relevant answers by iteratively 
searching the internet using Eq. (3), where Q is the topic 
launching sentence obtained in §Ⅲ.A, and  1 t T  

is an answer obtained by a searching engine F(.) by given 
the combination of Q  and answer  obtained in the 
previous searching turn, where = 	F Q  and T is the 
maximal iterative turns for Self-Talk.  

Self-Talk is an iterative searching processing from the 
internet until the conditions presented in Eq. (4) are met.  

∑ ,	
 is the average similarity between Q  and the 

iterative answers, which presents consistency between 

answers and topic. We call ∑
,	

  topic consistency 
coefficient (TCC). Self-Talk likes to obtain more possible 
different answers by searching internet, then we consider 
that a smaller value of TCC is better and once TCC is larger 
than a threshold , the TCC search process stops. On the 

contrary,  ∑
,	

 is the average similarity between 
two sequential answers from the internet, which presents the 
divergence degree of two sequential answers. We call 
∑ ,	

 answer divergence coefficient (ADC). Self-
Talk demands that the sequential answers obtained by Self-
Talk are similar to each other, then we consider that a larger 
value of ADC is better and once ADC is smaller than a 
threshold , the ADC search process stop. ,  and T are 
used to regulate the process of collecting answers from the 
internet in Self-Talk.  

C. Response Generation by Clusters and Abstraction 

When the iterative searching process stops in the last 
step, we need to find the most suitable answer from the 
answer collection, which is denoted as  in this work. 

Supposing that 	=	  + 	 , where  means that each 
sentence in  is related to the chat topic, and those in 

	are outliers. We need to remove the outlier sentences 
from . Then we classify all sentences into two clusters 
using K-means, where we use Eq. (2) again to measure the 
distances between two sentences. The sentences whose 
centers are farther away from Q are viewed as , and the 
others are . 

We continue to find the most suitable answer from  
using TextRank [27]. TextRank is an elegant algorithm to 
obtain the abstraction from natural language texts. Eq. (5) 
presents the outline of TextRank in this work. All sentences 
in  come into being an undirected complete graph by the 
connections from  to , where  and  are two sentences 
in .  is the probability for a sentence  that it 
could be selected as abstraction sentence. 	  and 

 are the predecessors and successors connection for 
. , 	 is the similarity between sentences  and . d 

is a damping factor, which usually is set to 0.85 [27]. In Eq. 
(5), the solving for W 	 is an iterative process. At the 
beginning, values of  could be given a random value 
between 0 and 1. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

In experiments, we first discuss the parameters setting 
in Self-Talk. And then we compare Self-Talk with several 
commercial open speech assistants on a list of questions 
which have no fixed answers. 

A. Topic Tracking 

The location of Q in chat history is determined by α,	β , 
γ  and L in Eq. (1). According to the analysis in [28], in 
their chat records database, 75% topics in free talks are 
ended in 20 conversation sentences or 10 turns in human 
computer dialog. For simplification we set the value of L as 
10 in this study.    

In this study, we evaluate the values of α,	β and γ on 
the human computer dialog records database provided by 
[28, 29]. The database contains 306 pieces of chat records, 
which contains 150,000 sentences from over 200 users’ chat 
experiences. These chat pieces contain 7 topics which are 
previously set, including weather (W), coffee (C), food (F), 
travel (T), game (G), sport (S), restaurant (R), and some 
unpredicted free topics launched by users. 5-fold cross 
validation are used to find the optimal values of α,	β and γ. 
We use grid search with skip 0.2 per step to find Q 
according to different values of α,	β and γ. Let ζ presents 

S ,  =	
∑ ∑

∙
|| ||∙|| ||

∙
                (2)

=	F Q,                             (3)

1 ∗ ∑
,

∑ ,
∈

∈ (5)

∑ ,	
∩ ∑ ,	

∪      (4) 

 
Figure 2: Probability distributions of Q for α, β and γ. 
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the probability that a sentence is a topic launching sentence 
by ζ ∑ ⁄  ( 1 when	Q  =	Q , else 

0), where Q  and Q 	are the topic launching 
sentences predicted by Eq. (1) and the ground truth labeled 
by the volunteers for the - th  pieces of chat record 
respectively.   

The distributions of ζ are presented in Fig. 2, where the 
horizontal coordinate, vertical coordinate, and slants from 
left-top to right-bottom present α,	β and γ respectively. The 
darkest areas in red, namely the maximum values of ζ are 
located nearly at (0.1, 0.6, 0.3). Then in the following 
experiments, α , 	β  and γ  are set to 0.1, 0.6 and 0.3 
respectively.   

Table Ⅰ gives the comparison between the proposed 
method and the key sentences detection (KSD) proposed in 
[30] on the 306 pieces chat records on topic launching 
sentence detection accuracy. The KSD method was 
originally used to detect the key sentences and used to 
generate sports’ news automatically from sport live webcast 
script. KSD won the first place in the competition task 
“Football News Generation from Chinese Live Webcast 
Script” in the conference. In this comparison, the KSD 
network is trained with the chat sentences as inputs, and the 
outputs are the labeled topic launching sentences in ground 
truth. From table Ⅰ we can see that with 5-fold  cross 
validation on the 306 chat pieces records provided by [28], 
the proposed topic tracking method obtain competitive 
results against KSD. Given chat sentences in dialog, the 
proposed method outperforms KSD on “Weather”, “Coffee”, 
“Sport” and “Restaurant” topics. It is found that topic length 
of “Weather”, “Coffee”, “Sport” and “Restaurant” are 
usually shorter than those of “Food”, “Travel”, “Game” 
topics averagely, and the previous four topics contain more 
questions in launched sentences. In Self-Talk, we consider 
that the topic launching sentences are probably questions by 
detection the interrogative words in sentences, which 
potentially improve the performance of Self-Talk in topic 
tracking. General speaking, in spite of a heuristic method, 
the proposed topic tracking method is an effective method to 
obtain the topics launching sentences in chat history.  

B. Iteratively Searching 

The possible answers obtained by the search engines 
are related to the values of T (maximum iterative turns),  
(TCC) and  (ADC) in Eq. (4). The bigger the values of T 
and , more answers are obtained in iteratively searching 
from the internet. Fig. 3 presents their relationships obtained 
by statistical results from random 60 chat pieces from total 
306 ones, where the horizontal and vertical coordinate 
present T and the average values of TCC and ADC 
respectively. We can see that the average values of ADC are 

maintaining an upward swing with the increasing of T. 
While those of TCC declines along with increasing of T. 
When T is nearly at 5, the value of TCC is roughly equal to 
that of ADC about 0.25. To obtain enough initial answers, 
we set the values of T,  ,  to 6, 0.15 and 0.35 finally. 

C. Response Generation from Answer Clusters 

Given topic related answers collection , we use 
TextRank algorithm to find the final feedback sentence to 
users. In the system, three Chinese search engine, 
BaiduZhidao [31], iAsk [32] and DianPing.com [33] are 
used to provide answers from internet. These three on-line 
engines are three commonly used question-answer (QA) 
search engines in Chinese. In each Self-Talk turn, about 18 
answers at most are obtained in  for three engines in 6 
iterative times, and the number of sentences in  is 
roughly between 3 and 15 when  are removed from  . 
Fig. 4 presents the acceptable ratios for the final top 
response obtained by TextRank, where the horizontal 
coordinate present how many sentences used in Text-Rank, 
and vertical ordinate is acceptable ratios labeled by 5 
volunteers with 0 (bad) or 1 (good) tags.  

We can see from Fig. 4 that the average acceptable 
ratios for the final responses achieve highest points when 
sentence number in  is nearly at 5, 10 and 13. And at 
least 67% acceptable ratios are obtained as long as 5 
sentences are considered in TextRank. As the sentence 
numbers in  are usually between 6 and 15, then we 
consider all sentences in  to obtain the final response 
using TextRank. 

 
Figure 3: the values of TCC and ADC in multiple turns 

 
Figure 4: Average acceptable ratios for the final top response 

obtained by TextRank from  

TABLE Ⅰ .    THE ACCURACY OF TOPIC TRACKING BETWEEN THW PROPOSED 
METHOD AND KSD ON DIFFERENT TOPICS 

 W C F T G S R 

The Proposed 84.8 73.7 65.5 68.3 67.2 75.3 66.5

KSD [30] 81.6 68.4 64.0 70.0 72.5 73.1 62.7
*Numbers in the table are prediction accuracy and measurement is percentage (%) 
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D. Subjective Evaluation 

The framework of Self-Talk is realized and provided as 
a mobile interface on android platform [34]. With 6 
iterations each dialog turn at most, Self-Talk archives nearly 
real-time response to users. We first compare the responses 
obtained by Self-Talk and the top recommended answers 
provided by Baidu-Zhidao using subjective evaluation. 
Table Ⅱ presents two pieces of chat records for these two 
systems, where “R” and “U” present chat robot and user 
respectively. We can see from table Ⅱ when users express 
their opinions, the responses provided by Self-Talk (the 
underline sentences in the right column) contain better 
interpretations to support users’ opinions than that 
recommended answers from Baidu-Zhidao (the underline 
sentences in the left column).  

In the subjective evaluation, 65 individuals were invited 
to random choose at least 50 questions from the book 
<<Hundred Thousand Whys>>, which is a famous popular 
science reading. They are also encouraged to ask 20 
questions which have no uniqueness answers, for example, 
several questions mostly asked by users are “Do you believe 
there are others high intelligent creatures in universe?”, 
“Would you like coffee or tea?”, “How do you think about 
me?” These questions are freely asked by users, and if they 
are not satisfactory with robot’s answer, users could argue 
the robot or tell the robot what they think. And all chat 
sentences are automatically recorded by the system. 

 Finally, according to the chat records, 5 volunteers 
were asked to determine which answer is better to users’ 
opinions and challenges. Fig 5 presents the results, where 
nearly 75% individuals voted that Self-Talk outperforms 
Baidu-Zhidao on supporting users’ opinions. And nearly 67% 
of them think that Self-Talk obtains better dialog feelings 
than Baidu-Zhidao to users’ challenges.   

We continue to compare Self-Talk system with several 
Chinese speech assistants, including Xiao-ice speech 

assistant from Microsoft [18], Turing chat robot from 
Turing company [35] on the open questions. Table Ⅲ lists 
two pieces of challenge records between a user and Xiao-ice 
and Self-Talk, where the italic sentences are the challenge 
expressions given by the users. It can be seen from table Ⅲ 
that in the given one-choice question for coffee or tea, Self-
Talk seems to provide more reasonable responses to user’s 
challenge. It partly because that Xiao-ice is set as an AI who 
owns teenage girl’s personality, while Self-Talk aims to 
organize various answers from the internet and provide the 
most approximately abstraction to the user. 

Table Ⅳ presents the mean opinion score (MOS) 
comparison among Self-Talk, Xiao-ice, recommend answers 
from Baidu-Zhidao and Turing chat robot on the cases when 
users present their opinions and challenges. Results in table 
Ⅳ are statistically obtained by 65 users’ experiences, where 
the higher value of MOS is better, and the full score is 5. In 
the test, they were asked to present their opinions or argue 
with robot freely.  

We can see from table Ⅳ that when users express their 
opinions or argue with system’s previous feedback, it is 
found in the first and second lines of table Ⅳ that Self-Talk 
obtains obviously better experience nearly 0.1 point than 
other systems. Different from finding best matching answer 
from question and answer (QA) database using statistical or 
deep learning, the smart ability of Self-Talk come from: (1) 
collecting multiple human recommended answers from the 
internet, and (2) organizing the responses by summarizing 
the answers after the outliers are removed. Furthermore, 
because of its iteratively searching strategy which enables 
the responses are more related to users’ expression, Self-
Talk achieves better performance than Baidu-Zhidao.   

As a result, it seems Self-Talk give the robot a little 
ability to act on the wish of users no matter users present 
their opinion or argue against the system. The statistical 
results from 65 individuals’ experiences show that the 
responses provided by Self-Talk do improve user's feelings 
about the chat when users obviously present their opinions 
or challenges.  

 
Figure 5: Subjective evaluation between Self-Talk and the 

recommended answers from Baidu-Zhidao 

TABLE Ⅲ.  TWO PIECES OF CHALLENGES CHAT RECORDS FROM MICROSOFT 
XIAO-ICE AND SELF-TALK 

A user’ challenge dialog with 
Xiao-ice 

A user’ challenge dialog with 
Self-Talk 

U: Which do you prefer? Coffee or 
tea? 

R: I like drinking tea. Coffee is 
bitter for me. 

U:Tea is ok, but for me, coffee is 
fine even it is a little bitter. 

R: I also like instant coffee and 
cola. 

U: Which do you prefer? coffee or 
tea? 

R: Tea. 
U: Tea is ok, but for me, coffee is 

fine even it is a little bitter. 
R: Sure, adding some sugar or milk 

could improve its feeling. 

TABLE Ⅳ.   MOS FOR FOUR OPEN CHAT SYSTEMS 

Category 
Baidu-
Zhidao 

Turing-
robot 

Xiao-ice
Self-
Talk 

Opinions  3.20 3.11 3.15 3.29 
Challenges 3.25 3.09 3.29 3.40 

TABLE  Ⅱ.   TWO PIECES OF CHAT RECORDS FROM BAIDU-ZHIDAO AND 
SELF-TALK 

Baidu-Zhidao Self-Talk 
U: Which do you prefer? 

Coffee or tea? 
R: I prefer to coffee. 
U: I also like drinking coffee. 
R: I like coffee. 

U: Which do you prefer? Coffee or tea? 
R: Coffee. 
U: I also like drinking coffee. 
R: Yes, drinking coffee is good to skin, 

and it helps to lessen fatigue in work 
time. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes a method, namely Self-Talk, which 
aims to generate responses to users’ opinions and challenges 
in human computer dialog by organizing recommended 
answers from the internet. It consists of three steps: (1) topic 
tracking; (2) iteratively searching; and (3) final answers’ 
abstraction. According to the parameters’ analysis from 306 
realistic human computer dialog records, we build a chat 
interface and compare its performance with the 
recommended answers from Baidu-Zhidao, Microsoft Xiao-
bin, and Turing chat robot. Experiments show the proposed 
method is efficient to generate appropriate answers to users 
when they obviously present their opinions and challenges. 
The hypothesis is positively evaluated that encouraging 
responses could improve user's feelings about the chat. And 
the proposed Self-Talk has widely potential and practical 
use in home service robot and shopping guide robot as a 
speech assistant modality. 
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